GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
 Only bonafide VTU students are allowed to participate.
 Decision of judges will be final and binding. Claims and arguments over the decisions
will NOT be entertained.
 A maximum of 50 students per college will be allowed.
 Free accommodation and food to the visiting college participants will be provided.
 Any changes in the venue, schedule or event will be announced to the participant
through the fest notice board and announcements.
 If the number of participants does not meet the prescribe limit, the event may be
subjected to cancellation.
 Explicit vulgarity will lead to disqualification.

THE SCHEDULED EVENTS
1.Voice of chunchana
2. Kannada antyakshari
3. Cooking without fire
4. Treasure hunt
5. Choreography
6. Quiz
7. Debate
8. Rangoli
9. On spot choreography
10. On spot painting
11. Fashion show
12. Instrumental Solo
13. Kannada Jam
14. Trio dance
15. Short movie
16. Stress interview
17. Dumbcharades
18. Aashu Kavithe
19. Photography
20. Reporting
21. Mock CID
22. PC Game
23. Twinnies
24. Creative writing
25. Super minute
26. Classical Singing Solo

VOICE OF CHUNCHANA
 Solo performance.
 Performance not exceeding 5 minutes and minimum of 4 minutes.
 Participant will not be allowed to refer to the lyrics while singing.
 The participants will be judged on the song selection, voice quality, clarity, rhythm
and their appeal to the audience.
 The participants should bring their own musical instruments if required in
performance.
 Choice of song is open to the participants (no restrictions for language).
 The event is divided into 3 categories with separate prizes in each category , the
categories are
Kannada vocal
Western vocal
Hindi vocal

KANNADA ANTHYAKSHARI


Two participants per team



Prelims include a written test



There will be four rounds of different modes



Team members should dress up as per the Chunchana Theme



The decision of the judges shall be final and binding

CHOREOGRAPHY
1. The theme selection is open to the team.
2. The no of participants per team is 10.
3. Duration of the performance will be 8+2, negative marking if participants exceeds the
time limit.
4. The participating team will be responsible for cleaning the stage (removal of their
sets, belongings etc.,) immediately after the completion of their performance.
5. Time for sets/instrument setting is maximum of 2 mins.
6. Pre-recorded CD’s is used; the song format should be in 320kbps.
7. Vulgarity is strictly prohibited. Any form of obscenity will lead to debarring the team
from the contest.
8. Judgement will be based on the basis of the theme, formation, costume, makeup,
setting and overall effect.
9. Decision of the judges will be final and binding.
10. Use of cigarettes, alcohol, fire, ash, Flower petals, risky stunts and any unfair means is
strictly prohibited.
QUIZ


Quiz to be based on current affairs & general knowledge



Two members per team



Teams cannot interchange their team mates after registration



Written prelims will be conducted

DEBATE


Individual event



The rules and topic of the event will be given on the day of Chunchana



The mode of communication is Kannada only.

RANGOLI


Two members per team.



There will be one round of competition



The maximum time will be 90 minutes



Rangoli should convey some theme and selection of theme is open to the participants



Participants should bring their own materials



Participants will not be allowed to refer to any printed materials and should not use
salt



Participants shall have to prepare rangoli within the space provided by the organizers



Evaluation will be based on creativity, clarity, colour, artistry and theme conveyed

ON SPOT PAINTING


Topics for the painting/drawings/sketches will be given on the spot



Individual event



Participants are expected to bring their own drawing/painting materials(paper will be
provided)



Time limit : 90 minutes

FASHION SHOW
1. It’s a team event. A team can have 12 members.
2. Time limit for every team would be 10 min.
3. Arrangement of properties will be maximum of 3 min.
4. The participating team will be responsible for removal of their sets, belongings etc.,
immediately after the completion of their performance.
5. Negative marking if participants exceed the time limit.
6. The theme selection is open to the team.
7. Pre-recorded CD’s are used. The track format should be in 320kbps.
8. Vulgarity is strictly prohibited. Any form of obscenity will lead to debarring the team
from the contest.
9. Use of cigarettes, alcohol, fire, ash, Flower petals, risky stunts and any unfair means is
strictly prohibited.

10. Decision of the judges will be final and binding
TRIO DANCE
1. The team must contain exact 3 members.
2. The team can contain combination of all girls/all boys/boys & girls.
3. Time limit will be 5+1 min.
4. The participating team will be responsible for cleaning the stage (removal of their
sets, belongings etc.,) immediately after the completion of their performance.
5. Negative marking if participants exceed the time limit.
6. The theme selection is open to the team.
7. Pre-recorded CD’s is used; the song format should be in 320kbps.
8. Vulgarity in any form is strictly prohibited. Any form of obscenity will lead to debarring
the team from the contest.
9. Use of cigarettes, alcohol, fire, ash, Flower petals, risky stunts and any unfair means is
strictly prohibited.
10. Decision of the judges will be final and binding.
SHORT FILM


Team event of maximum 6+2 members.



Duration – 8+2minutes.



Medium of expression will be English, Kannada & Hindi.



Judgement will be based on creativity, professionalism ,message and acting.



Short film must not hurt or mean to anybody’s feelings.



Usage and promotion of alchol ,smoking and vulgar words is strictly prohibited.

REPORTING


Team event of 3 members



The team will have to survery, click pictures and shoot videos about the happening of
chunchana.



The team will have to submit a 7+1 minute long video/slideshow along with a report
in the form of newspaper.



The videos are hereby needs to submit on the day of event within the given time.

STRESS INTERVIEW
1. No disrespecting the judges
2. No swearing on the stage-unless asked to
3. You are to speak on your turn
4. Breaking out of your shell is a necessity
5. No physical harassment will be conducted
5. Mental harassment will be conducted
6. No questioning the authority
7. And the most important rule "maximum sarcasm required"

Enter if you are brave enough to face your worst nightmares.
DUMB CHARADES


3 members per team



The event will be organized in different rounds which are:
1. Movie titles
2. Song lyrics
3. General round



Each member of the team has to come at least once for gesticulation



Lip movement or any kind of sounds are unacceptable



Any word to be guessed should not be directly pointed out to the other team
members



The decision of judges will be final

ON SPOT CHOREOGRAPHY


Individual event



Time limit : 2 minutes



Decisions of judges will be final

INSTRUMENTAL SOLO
 Individual Event.
 Instrumentalists may tune their instruments where total time on stage not to exceed
7 minutes.
 Single or multiple instruments are allowed that is up to the participant.
 Participant must have their own instruments.
 Participant will be judged on the basis of stage presence, Rhythm, Technique and
tone quality.
SUPER MINUTE
 5 members per team.
 In final round each should play at least one Game.
 On spot gaming rules are applicable.
 The participants are provided with blueprint for each and every game and must
complete game as per the blueprint.
 Individuals from every team are supposed to play simultaneously.
 Marks are assigned as per the rank of completion of game.
 If the number of games exceeds than 5 then the repeated participants can play.
 Team supposed to select the individual after watching the blueprint.
TREASURE HUNT
 Maximum of 4 members per team
 Prelims will be conducted
 The clues are to be found in a particular order. A team cannot skip any clue.
Skipping will lead to disqualification.

 If you found other team's clue by chance never tamper it. This violation will
lead to disqualification of team.
 All the clues of the teams are different and located at different places but the
final destination i.e the treasure is same.
 The team which finds the treasure wins first
CLASSICAL SOLO
 Item can be presented in either Hindustani or Carnatic style
 Film songs are not allowed
 Sufficient thought and care must be taken in choice of Raga and composition
 Judgment will be based on qualities like Tala, selection of raga and Composition

PHOTOGRAPHY
 Individual event
 The participant has to bring his or her own Camera
 The time allotted will not be more than 2 hours
 The participant has to capture five photographs on the theme announced on the spot
by the judges
 No mixing, matching or morphing of photographs will be permitted
 Software such as photoshop etc., for enhancing images is not permitted
 Additional information will be announced on the spot
INSTALLATION
 Maximum time allowed is 2 hours and 30 minutes
 This item pertains to arrangement of unity in diversity of clearments inspired by
material arrangement for which particular space will be provided
 Item will be conducted on spot for which topic will be mentioned
 Materials or product should be brought by participants themselves

CREATIVE WRITING
 Individual event
 Topic time limit and width of the writing will be announced on the day of competition
 Participants must compose their writing in kannada language only
AASHU KAVITHE
 Topic or a keyword for poem is given on spot
 5 mins of time will be given for your thought processing and to write down the poem.
 The minimum number of lines for poem is 4.
 You have to recite the poem you have written in front of audience.

MOCK CID
 Each team shall comprise of 4 participants only
 Prelims will be conducted to decide the final teams
 The teams will be impersonating detectives on a case
 An on campus crime investigation scene will be provided
 The clues will help you to solve the case and the team which finds the real criminal
first will win the game
PC GAMES
 The team should consist of exactly 5 members
 Map domination or search and destroy
 If any lag occurs during games the match will restart once again
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TWINNES
 Two members in a team
 Team mates should wear identical dress
 The decision of judges will be final
COOKING WITHOUT FIRE

 Two participants in a team.
 There will be a time limit of 90 min.
 Participants should be present at the venue 10 min prior to the start of the
competition.

 Participants are required to bring all necessary ingredients for cooking.
 Pre-cooked items and ready mixes are not allowed.
 There will be considerable negative marketing if any precooked ingredient is found in
the presented dish.

 Only participants will be allowed inside the venue of the competition.
 Electric appliances are not allowed.
 No processed/precooked meat/vegetable is allowed.
 No processed juice can be used.
 No icing is allowed.
 Cutting /peeling of fruits/vegetables to be done on spot.
 All types of sauces are allowed.
 Participants should prepare minimum of 3 dishes.

